Mahara ePortfolio
Adding annotations

Introduction
A Mahara ePortfolio can be used to map evidence against a competency framework. The SmartEvidence framework may be attached to a template that can be copied or selected when creating an ePortfolio from scratch. An annotation block in Mahara ePortfolio allows a student to add notes against evidence to support a standard in a competency framework. This indicates to the assessor that standard is ready for assessment to give feedback via the competency framework map. The map shows pages across the top and standards down the left hand side.

Add evidence
Go to the Mahara page you want to add evidence to and click on edit.
See Mahara ePortfolio creating a basic page for adding different types of media. Make sure you label the evidence in the Block title to reflect the standard number e.g. 1.1.1 Case Study

Add Annotation block
Click on GENERAL drop down menu on the left hand side, select Annotation, click Add. Enter information in the text box about the evidence contained on this page, select the Standard to which it applies from the drop-down menu.
Click Save.
Note, only one annotation block can be added to a page per standard number.
You can add multiple annotation blocks to a page to evidence a standard of your choice.

Editing blocks
Click on the cog wheel to edit content in blocks.
Click on Display Page to view page.